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The combinatorics of the boson operator formalism in the construction of the SU(n) states provides 
a natural scheme for the appearance of certain generalized hypergeometric functions. It is shown that, 
while sp.ecial cases exist where the functions thus generated belong to the class of generalized hyper
geometnc functions defined by Gel'fand et al. as being the Radon transforms of products of linear 
forms, the general cases apparently do not. This is already so at the SU(4) level. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the representation theory of unitary groups, 
much has been known on the problem of explicit 
construction of state vectors for the irreducible 
representation, in particular, with the device of the 
boson operator formalism.1 One of the crucial prob
lems lies in the structural analysis of a general state 
vector such that hopefully the algebraic complexities 
which mount extremely rapidly as the rank of the 
group goes up may be systematically controlled. 

In recent years, some efforts have been made in, 
among other things, the combinatorial structure of 
the state vectors for the irreducible representation 
of U(n).2-5 In particular, it was found2- 5 that one can 
readily obtain the normalization constants by carry
ing out essentially the following steps: (i) A general 
state vector is obtained by applying an appropriate 
string of lowering operators from a so-called semi
maximal state,6 the latter being expressed as appropri
ate products of (antisymmetrized) determinantal 
factors of creation operators (each factor being raised 
to an appropriate power) acting on the vacuum 
state; (ii) the process of pushing through the lowering 
operators all the way to the right results in the 
combinatorics as a consequence of the canonical 
commutation relations. 

One of the problems then is to study the combina
torial structure entailed in the step (ii) above. More 
explicitly, Baird and Biedenharn2 have shown that 
for SU(3) the operator-valued polynomials can, in 
fact, be formally expressed in terms of the well-known 
Gauss hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b; c; x); namely, 

Igeneral SU(3) state) 

= const (product of antisymmetrized creation 

operators) 2F1(a, b; c; x) 10), (1) 

where the coefficients a, b, and c depend linearly on 
the GeI'fand labels7 of the state, while the variable x 
is formally an operator quotient in such a way that 

all the denominators are cancelled eventually by 
appropriate multiplicative factors outside the hyper
geometric function. 

Attempts have been made by Ciftan and Bieden
harn4 and in particular by Ciftan5 to generalize Eq. 
(I) to higher rank unitary groups.s Unfortunately, 
because of the increasing algebraic complexities, no 
simple expressions analogous to Eq. (1) are known. 
For SU(4), Ciftan was able to recognize the structure 
of the individual block constituents, where each block 
of terms essentially corresponds to the action of one 
particular lowering operator (raised to a power), 
but the expression for a general SU(4) state was left 
as a sixfold sum of operators. 

The main purpose of this paper is to answer some 
questions raised by Ciftan's treatment of the SU(4) 
state. The way that combinatorics of boson calculus 
provides a natural scheme for the appearance of 
certain generalized hypergeometric functions is rather 
intriguing. In view of considerable interest in the 
connection between special functions and group 
theory,9-12 it is perhaps desirable to ascertain what 
class of functions does such generalization via 
combinatorics lead to. 

In fact, at the SU(n) level, the Gauss function 2F1 
appears as a consequence of the action of the lowering 
operator (L~=i)~. The Appell function 13•14 of the second 
kind, F2 , is obtained from the action of (L~=~)~. The 
Lauricella function15 of the fourth kind, F D' in 
several variables occurs as a result of the operation of 
(L~=:)~. These statements are obvious generalizations 
of the case n = 4. [See Eqs. (9)-(11) below.] 

The fact that these Appell and Lauricella functions 
appear so rarely (if at all) elsewhere in theoretical 
physics perhaps warrants a systematic analysis of 
such functions, and generalizations thereof via the 
boson calculus of the SU(n) state. 

It is obvious that the combined action of products 
of lowering operators will lead to a multiple sum of 
products of folded blocks of terms. For example, at 
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the SU(4) level, one already has to deal with a folded 
product of the Gauss, Appell, and Lauricella func
tions. 

In analyzing the structure of these new,functions 
beyond the known repertory, one criterion used is to 
check whether their integral representations admit a 
definite pattern of generalization. One class of 
generalized hypergeometric functions has been defined 
by GeI'fand et al. 16 as the Radon transforms16 of 
products of linear forms. It so happens that all the 
known hypergeometric and generalized hypergeometric 
functions such as the Gauss, Appell, and Lauricella 
functions have this propertyP The question arises 
whether this feature holds for all functions generated 
for the general SU(n) states. This question was hitherto 
unsettled even for n = 4. We show that, in general, 
these combinatorially generated functions for the 
SU(n) states are not confined to the class of generalized 
hypergeometric functions which are Radon trans
forms of products of linear forms. Already at the 
SU(4) level, while special cases may possess such 
property, the general SU(4) states do not. This in 
essence answers the questionS posed by Ciftan in a 
negative way. 

2. COMBINATORIAL STRUCTURE FOR 
GENERAL SU(4) STATES 

There are obvious advantages in reaching a general 
SU(n) state by approximate application of lowering 
operators from the semimaximal state. Besides the 
apparent ease of getting the normalization constants,4 
a subject which will not concern us here, the structure 
of the semimaximal state is sufficiently simple so that 
the combinatorics ensued in pushing through the set 
of lowering operators can be systematically controlled. 

We shall assume that the reader is reasonably 
familiar with the boson operator formalism2 for the 
representations for the U(n) groups. Thus we shall 
merely sketch the necessary expressions for the sake 
of getting the notations straight. 

In terms of the creation and annihilation operators 
a~;') and ii~A), the elements of the Lie algebra read 

E·· = , a (A) aW i J' = 1 ... n (2) o k t :J" , ,. 

The commutation relations 

[Ei;' Ers] = b;rEis - bisEri (3) 

follow from the canonical commutation relations for 
the a's, 

[a~).), a~).')] = biib).).'. :,(4) 

In terms of the (anti symmetrized) determinantal 
factors 

where €(ili2 ••• is) is + I if the set of indices is an even 
permutation of (1,2, ... , s) and is -1 otherwise, 
we have thus 

Igeneral SU(4) state) 

_ (m14m13m24m23m34m330~ 
m12 m22 

mu 

X (m14m13m24m23m34m33°1~ 
m 13 m 23 

m13 

= const (L~)'I12(L~t23(Liy13(a123y33(a124)"3! 

X (a12)yz'(a14)nU(alr13(a4)nu 10), (6) 

where the set of lowering operators are related to the 
Eti as follows3 : 

L~-l==Ek.k_l' k=2,···,n-l, (7a) 

L~-2 == Ek-2,k-lEk.k-2 + Ek.k-lE k-l.k-2' etc., (7b) 

(7c) 

In the exponent, the following short-hand notation 
is used: 

We note first the action of each operator separately. 
On the SU(4) level, (Li)n13 leads to the Appell function 
of the second kind F2 ; (L:)nu gives the Gauss function 
2Fl, and finally (L~)n12 yields the Lauricella function of 
the fourth kind FIj} in 3-variables.2•5 Since these are 
crucial ingredients, they have been rederived and 
recorded here below for the sake of readability. The 
defining power series expansions and their integral 
representations are given in the Appendix. We have 

(L~}n13(a124t"(a12Y"(a14)n"(al)V1310) 
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(L2)"'"(a , )"31-kl('1 ,)V23 10) __ r(v23 + I) ( )"31-AOI( )Vn-"23( )"23 
3 124 .' 12 1'( + 1) Cl 124 Cl 12 a 13 

V23 - n23 

x 2F1(-n23, -n34 + k l ; V 23 - 11 2a + I; wa) 10), (9) 

(L~)"I2(ala4)k3(ala)1I23-k3(a14)"2d'(al)'13-tlI3+k'10) = r(~~~n~ ~2I~ 1) (n
1<_--;'2:;:>" (ala4)k'(alS)"23-"u-k. 

x (Cl14)"21-k'(aIY13-III.loAO'(a2a)"12 

X FW(-n I2 ; -n24 + k2' -V13 + n la - k2' -k3; 

1 + 11 23 - n12 - k3; w4 , wo' ws) 10), (10) 

where (c)r == r(c + r)/r(c)o The lI"s are defined in Eqo (13) below. Expressing the 2Fl' F2, and Ft} in the 
standard single, double, and triple power-series expansions, respectively (see Appendix), we get from 
Eq. (6) 

Igeneral SU(4) state) = const X (a123)"33(a124)"31(a12)""-"I3(aI3)"23-"\I 

X (a 14)"21(a23)"I2(a1Y13-"1'(a3)"13(a,Y'uS(4) 10), (\1) 

S(4) = L (-n 13h1+k.( -na4)kl( -n24),... (n 12 - n23h.( -n34 + k1)k3 

k .... ·.k. (-s - Ih.(l + V13 - n13h. (1 + V23 - n23)k3 

(-n 12h.+k.+k.( -n24 + k2)/r.( -V13 + n13 - k2)k.( -k3)k. ITs (w;t; 
x ---

(l + n23 - 1112 - k3)k,H.lk. j=l k;! ' 
(12) 

where 

a123a4 
W 1 =--, 

a124a3 

a12a134 w3 =---, 
alaa124 

a2a13 
Ws = ---, 

a1a23 

a1aS4 
w2 = ---, 

aaa14 

a13a24 
W4 =--, 

a14a23 

a13a234 
W6 =---· 

a2Sala4 

(13) 

Equation (II) is essentially equivalent to Eq. (4.6c) 
of Ref. 5, apart from some obvious misprints there. 

Using the standard integral representations13 •14 for 
those block constituents in (12), one can easily con
vert the sixfold summation into a fourfold integral 
representation18 : 

1 

S(4) = const x IIII dt1 dt2 df3 dt4 

o 

x tln .. -lt;"24-1t;,,··-lt,"12-1 

x (1 - (1)"34-8- 2(1 - t 2)" .. +>13-n 13(1 - la)''' 

x (1 - t4)"23(1 - w,t,)nU(1 - Ws/,)"13-nu 

X [I - IVata(l - W 6t4)/(1 - t4)]n34 

x {I - W1t1[1 - W3ta(l - W6t4)/(1 - t4)]-1 

(14) 

By inspection, one easily convinces oneself that, 

because of the delicate folding of variables involved, 
it does not seem likely that Eq. (14) in general can be 
brought to be the Radon transform of products of 
linear forms. In the next section, we shall see that 
only special cases of Eq. (14) will have such a simple 
property. 

3. RADON STRUCTURE OF THE SEMISEMI
MAXIMAL SU(4) STATE 

This is another case which was started by Ciftan but 
was left unsettled. For the semisemimaximal state, 
i.e., the state with n12 = 0, or rn12 = rnn , the net 
effect is that the threefold summation involving the 
Lauricella function is now absent. The analog of Eq. 
(14) here is thus considerably simpler: 

S(4)(n 12 = 0, W4 = Ws = W6 = 1) 
1 

= const xIII dtl dt2 dlatl1131-1f;" .. -lt;"23-1 

o 

x (1 - (
1
)"34-8- 2(1 - t

2
)n21+V\3-"13 

x (1 - la)"23(1 - Wafa)"" 

x [1 - W} t1/( 1 - wata) - W2t2]"13. (IS) 

Equation (15) can be easily cast into the Radon 
form with the aid of the following change of variables: 

Xl = wIt}, X 2 = 1 - 11'212, 

Xa = (1 - \I'2t2)(1 - Wa1a)· (16) 
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We have 

S(4)(n 12 = 0, W4 = wa = Ws = 1) 

= const x W;+2W~'3-V'SW;23-V2S 

9 

X II (~(k), X)b k, (17) 
k~1 

where 
4 

(~, x) = ! ~iXi 
i~l 

denotes a linear form and the coefficients are 

~(l) = (I, 0, 0, 0), ~(2) = (0, 1, 0, 0), 

~(3) = (0,0, 1,0), ~(4) = (-1,0, 1,(»), 

~(a) = (0,1, -1,0), ~(s) = (0, W3 -1, t,O), (lSa) 

~(7) = (I,O, 1, 1), ~(S) = (WI - 1, w1, WI' WI), 

~(9) = (W2 - I, IV2 , 1V2 - I, \V2 - I), 

b2 = n13 + n23 .,.... n 34 - "'23' 

b4 = n13 , 

bs = -n23 - 1, 

b7 = -n24 - 1, 

bg = n 24 + "'13 - n13 • 

(1Sb) 

bs = n34 - s - 2, 

The right-hand side of Eq. (I7) is readily recognized 
as the Radon transform of products of linear forms 
in a 4-dimension space. However, as mentioned 
earlier, unfortunately the general case Eq. (14) does 
not share this property. 

We thus conclude that the class of functions gener
ated by the boson combinatorics, in general, is not 
confined to the class of generalized hypergeometric 
functions defined as Radon transforms of products of 
linear forms. 

APPENDIX 

For the sake of readability, we give here the relevant 
definitions and integral representations for the Gauss, 
Appell and Lauricella functions involvedI3 •l4 : 

(a) The Gauss function 2Fl: 

2FI(a, b; c; z) 

=! (aMb)k Zk 
k~O (C)k k! 

(AI) 

= r(c) edt tb- l(1 _ t)C-b-l(l _ Zt)-a; 
rCb)r(c - b) Jo 

(A2) 

(b) The Appell function of the second kind, F2 : 

F2(a; bl , b2 ; Cl , C2 ; ZI' Z2) 

__ '" (ah,+k2(b Ih,(b2)k2 zJ' Z~2 
£.., (A3) 

k"A'2 (C1)k,(C2)k2 kl! k2! 
r(CI)r(C2) 

r(bl)r(Cl - b1)r(b2)r(C2 - b2) 

1 

x J J dtl dt2t~l-lt~2-1(l - tl}",-b,-l 

o 
x (1 - t 2)"2-b2-1(1 - ZItI - Z2t2)-a; (A4) 

(c) The Lauricella function of the fourth kind, 
FY;" in n-variables: 
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